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Preservation network modelling has many similarities 
to classic conceptual modelling approaches such as 
Entity-Relationship or Class diagrams, as it is based 
upon the idea of making statements about resources. 
The preservation network model consist of two 
components the digital objects and the relationships 
between them. 



Objects
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•Information is a description of the key information contained by the digital object. This 
information should have been identified during preservation analysis as being the information 
required to satisfy the preservation objective for the designated user community. 
•Location information is the information required by the end user to physically locate and 
retrieve the object. AIP’s may be logical in construction with key digital object being 
distributed and managed within different information systems. This tends to be the case when 
data is in active use with resources evolving in dynamic environment. 
•Physical State describes the form of the digital object. It should contain sufficient information 
relating to the version, variant, instance and dependencies. 
•Risks most digital solutions will have inherent risks and a finite lifespan. Risks such 
interpretability of information, technical dependencies or loss designated community skill. 
Risks should be recorded against the appropriate object so they can be monitored and the 
implication of them being realised assessed. 
•Termination of network occurs when a user requires no additional information or assistance to 
achieve, the defined preservation objective given the accepted risks will not be imminently 
realised. 



Relationships
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Relationship captures how two objects are related to one another in order to fulfil the 
specified preservation objective whilst being utilized by a member of the designated user 
community. 

•Function, in order to satisfy the preservation objective a digital object will perform a 
specific function for example the delivery of textual information or the extraction and 
graphical visualisation of specific parameters 
•Tolerance, not every function is critical for the fulfilment of the preservation objective 
with some digital objects included as they enhance the quality of the solution or ease of use. 
The loss of this function is denoted in the model as a tolerance. 
•Quality assurance and testing, The ability of an object to perform the specified function 
may have been subjected to quality assurance and testing which may be recorded against 
the relationship. 
•Alternate and Composite relationships can be thought of as logical “And” (denoted in 
diagrams by circle) or “Or” (denoted in diagrams by diamond) relationships. Where either 
all relationships must function in order to fulfil the required objective or in the case of the 
later only one relationship needs to function in order to fulfil the specified objective. 
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What are the benefits of this approach?

•Maximizing Return on Investment 
•Measurable and Testable Solutions
•Stability and Review
•Informing preservation activities in 
the wider institutional environment 
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Ionosonde simple scenario
A future designated community should be able to the 

following fourteen standard Ionospheric parameters from the 
data for a given station and time.  They should also be able to 

understand what these parameters represent. Fmin, foE’
h_E,foes h_Es, type of Es, fbEs, foF1, M(3000)F1, h_F, 

h_F2, foF2, fx , M(3000)F2 
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A user from a future designated community should be able 
reproduce an Ionogram from the raw mmm data files and have 
access to the Ionospheric Monitoring groups website, the URSII 
handbooks of interpretation documentation. Being able to preserve 
the Ionogram record is significant as it a much richer source of 
information more accurately able to covey the state of the 
atmosphere when correctly interpreted

Ionosonde Complex
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Brian Matthews, Arif
Shaon- e-science 
software archive project

Matt Dunckley validated 
by manually checking 
extracted parameters with 
project 

W3C Standard

ISO Standard

Decoding mmm file 
validated by Chris Davis

Tested and validated by 
Steve Rankin

Published by GAEL 
scrutinised by 
community



MST Complex
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A user from a future designated user community should be able to
extract the following information from the data for a given altitude 
and time
•Horizontal wind speed and direction
•Wind sheer
•Signal Velocity
•Signal Power
•Aspect
•Correlated Spectral Width
In addition future users should have access to User group notes,
MST conference proceedings and peer reviewed literature published 
by previous data users.
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Questions ?
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